
As We Heard It
Ward 15: Kitchissippi

Report

Introduction
The City wishes to thank the residents and community groups who provided input  
into the development of the New Official Plan. The New Official Plan team received 
a large and unprecedented volume of input and this helps provide a strong 
understanding of community views.
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Consultation overview
The engagement on the New Official Plan has been informed by the City of Ottawa’s Public Engagement Guidelines. This strategy 
was created with significant public input on how residents would prefer to be engaged in City projects.  

Meeting the goals set out in the Strategy has been done through the following efforts:

The New OP Completed/Upcoming Stakeholder Engagement

Internal Outreach Activities External Outreach Activities

• Council Sponsorship Meetings
• Councillor Workshops
• Training and support for Councillor’s staff
• Committee and Boards

 » Ottawa Board of Health
 » Committee of Adjustment
 » Advisory Committees
 » ARAC/PC
 » Council

• City staff from across the organization 

• Engage Ottawa Webpage
• Surveys/Polls
• Public Events

 » Community meetings
 » Pop ups
 » City-wide events

• City builder newsletter
• Email notifications
• Targeted Equity and Inclusion Outreach
• Targeted Stakeholder Outreach

Total number of public events:  129
Total number people reached:  100,797
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Ward 15: Kitchissippi themes heard in feedback

Themes / Issues Response to Themes / Issues

Concerns with Minor Corridors and in particular Sherbourne’s 
designation.

Minor Corridor designations are not about increasing commercial 
development or widening roads. They reflect the importance of a street 
within a neighbourhood and the overall City network.

A new Area-specific policy will be added for Sherbourne Road to limit all 
new development to low-rise. It will require that any local commercial 
proceed only through a rezoning and be directed to the corners of 
Sherbourne and Carling or Sherbourne and Byron.

The Minor Corridor designation will allow for a greater range of housing 
options and, where appropriate, could allow for small local services 
and stores. Area specific policies will be added to -ensure low-rise 
development. 

Minor Corridors are meant for low-rise buildings, and in very limited 
cases, low mid-rise buildings. On Sherbourne it will only be low-rise 
buildings.

Limit building height on traditional mainstreets to 9 storeys. The New OP maintains that mid-rise height limit on  Traditional 
Mainstreets. Where a secondary plan establishes lower building heights, 
the secondary plan prevails.
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Ward 15: Kitchissippi themes heard in feedback (continued)

Themes / Issues Response to Themes / Issues

Concerned that transect mapping and overlays gets rid of unique 
neighbourhood characteristics.

Transect mapping has been revised to delineate the Inner Urban transect 
as mostly including neighbourhoods from the first half of the 20th century. 

There is only one overlay that will be retained, the Evolving Overlay, and 
it will be mapped based on proximity to Hubs and Corridors. Density 
requirements for Neighbourhoods have been revised to become targets, 
they are expressed not as a single number but as a range in order to 
allow for context-sensitivity. These changes will provide flexibility to 
maintain specific local characteristics.

Need to prevent the loss of affordable rental housing across the City 
and by major transit stations – (Hintonburg).

The New OP has new rental protection policies.  They will allow the City to 
establish a procedural framework to ensure that no rental housing can be 
demolished without requiring that the demolished units be rebuilt and re-
rented at the same price to the same tenants if they choose to come back. 
The New OP has a policy that will enable the City to introduce Inclusionary 
Zoning (which is the ability to require a certain percentage of housing units 
to be affordable) in areas designated as Protected Major Transit Station 
Areas.
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Ward 15: Kitchissippi themes heard in feedback (continued)

Themes / Issues Response to Themes / Issues

There should be built in accountability and monitoring in the New OP. The New OP has a monitoring section, the indicators that will be 
monitored will reside in a separate document. In the new OP, every 
policy section starts with a little box of text titled “What we want to 
achieve.”.The text boxes will be the starting point of how we develop 
a monitoring dashboard. Many of the indicators to be monitored will 
flow from policy documents or plans other than the Official Plan such 
as the TMP and the Parks and Recreation Facilities Master Plan. There 
will need to be coordination between all monitored indicators for better 
alignment and transparency.

Determine whether the approach to intensifying R1 zones in the inner 
urban transect and outer urban transect will be accomplished largely 
through changes to performance standards or by new permitted 
building typologies (minimum lot sizes versus allowing semis). 

That determination will be madethrough the new Zoning By-law  and 
will include public consultation.

Formulate an articulation of the approach that underlies the Westboro 
Infill Study (a hierarchy of streets, normalizing existing infill patterns, 
equivalent massing height rules) to serve as an explicit guide to the 
comprehensive zoning review. 

This will take place when work on the new Zoning By-law begins, and will 
include public consultation.
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Ward 15: Kitchissippi themes heard in feedback (continued)

Themes / Issues Response to Themes / Issues

The New OP states that the City will have a city-wide target of 40% 
forest canopy cover (p. 16). We do not see a requirement for canopy 
cover in the New OP for residential development in our neighbourhoods

The New OP has a more aggressive target for a city-wide tree canopy 
than the old OP and much stronger policies to ensure tree retention or 
replacement, notably, policies to limit new driveways and curb cuts, and 
limits to driveway width, to ensure we keep our streets tree-lined with 
enough green area in front yards to sustain those trees.

The New OP does not contemplate neighbourhood-specific targets 
for tree cover because of the significant variability in how existing 
tree cover percentages result from what types of lands are in each 
neighbourhood (including federally-owned lands). The tree canopy 
targets are city-wide and are intended to be aspirational, acknowledging 
that they likely will not be achieved in every neighbourhood. They are 
there to support stronger tree protection and replacement policies. 



Conclusion and Next Steps

This report is not an exhaustive review of all changes in the developing New Official Plan policies. 
The intention is to highlight the most significant themes we heard in the feedback received so far 
from Ward 15. To see a full overview of the evolution of policies, please review the City-Wide 
Interim As We Heard It report.

The City will also be hosting 5 public meetings in June to discuss the feedback received to date:

• June 22, 6:30 pm Transect – Rural Public Meeting

• June 23 
 » 5:30 pm Transect – Suburban Public Meeting
 » 7:00 pm Transect – Outer Urban Public Meeting

• June 24, 6:30 pm Transect – Downtown Public Meeting

• June 28, 6:30 pm Transect – Inner Urban Public Meeting

The meetings will focus on specific Transects, and the Greenbelt will be included in the Rural 
meeting. Please visit engage.ottawa.ca/the-new-official-plan to register for your desired sessions.

Later this summer the full updated draft policies will be released for public review. This document 
will include tracked changes to assist residents in mapping out how policies have shifted throughout 
the process. There will be an Open House for the New Official Plan team to outline how they 
balanced different requests to arrive at the proposed policies.

Please stay tuned to the New Official Plan website for the updated reports, schedule and 
registration for public meetings along with additional opportunities for engagement.

Thank you again for your committed engagement on this plan for Ottawa’s future.

engage.ottawa.ca/the-new-official-plan

